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Abstract. How does moral awareness affect people’s fairness judgments? Models

of identity utility predict that if individuals differ in their personal fairness ideals

(equality versus efficiency), higher moral awareness should not only make people’s

choices less selfish but also more polarized. On the other hand, people’s desire for

conforming with the behavior of their peers should help mitigate polarization. I

test these conjectures in a laboratory experiment, in which participants can pursue

different fairness ideals. I exogenously vary (i) whether participants are prompted

to state their moral opinions behind the veil of ignorance, and (ii) whether they are

informed about the behavior of their peers. I find that moral introspection makes

choices more polarized, reflecting even more divergent moral opinions. The increase

in polarization coincides largely with a widening of revealed gender differences as

introspection makes men’s choices more welfarist and women’s more egalitarian.

Disclosing the descriptive norm of the situation is not capable of mitigating the

polarization.
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1 Introduction

A large strand of research shows that raising people’s moral awareness can have beneficial effects

by making choices less selfish (Dal Bó and Dal Bó 2014; Schram and Charness 2015; Kessler

and Milkman 2018), and more honest (Gino et al. 2011; Kouchaki and Smith 2014; Welsh and

Ordóñez 2014; Feldman and Halali 2017).1 Yet, little is known about how moral awareness

affects behavior in normatively ambivalent situations, i.e. situations in which different people

may have conflicting opinions of what is the right thing to do (e.g. due to diverse cultural,

religious, or socio-demographic backgrounds).2 Allocation problems – wage negotiations, dis-

tributions of bonuses, questions of fair taxation, issues of political representation – are prime

examples of normatively ambivalent situations. In a recent, representative survey, Müller and

Renes (2021) document the heterogeneity of fairness judgments, particularly along gender lines,

with men prioritizing efficiency whilst women favor equality.3

If people derive utility both from material consumption opportunities and from adhering

to their personal normative ideal (Akerlof and Kranton 2000; Burks and Krupka 2012; Bašić

and Verrina 2020), an increase in moral awareness should make behavior not only less selfish

but also more polarized. Higher awareness draws people’s choices closer to their respective

ideals and further away from material selfishness as the common denominator. Polarization is

socially undesirable. It undermines the ability of social groups to solve cooperation problems

(Dimant 2021). Countries with high levels of opinion polarization on morally charged issues

tend to have lower levels of trust between individuals (Rapp 2016). In a polarized political

climate, people may be willing to sacrifice democratic principles for partisan interests (Graham

and Svolik 2020; Svolik et al. 2020). Within an organization, polarization may hurt productivity

(Burks and Krupka 2012).

Yet, in reality, moral judgments do not occur in a vacuum. People will typically contrast

their privately-held moral rules with the behavior they commonly observe from their peers.

Drawing on people’s desire for conforming with the behavior of their peers (Bernheim 1994;

Michaeli and Spiro 2015), polarization could be mitigated by providing information about what

people commonly do (Bicchieri and Dimant 2019). Potentially, social information may not

only homogenize people’s behavior but even their moral opinions. Studying situations without

normative ambivalence, Lindström et al. (2018) report evidence suggesting that the commonness

1 In recent years, an increasing number of companies has been encouraging their employees to actively think

about the moral implications of their behavior (Kaptein 2015). Coca-Cola (2018) for instance urges employees

to “do what is right”. Google (2018) appeals to “identifying the right thing to do”, acknowledging that it is

“impossible to spell out every possible ethical scenario we might face. Instead, we rely on one another’s good

judgment [...]”.
2 A notable exception is the theoretical work of te Velde (2020).
3 More broadly, conceptions of morality have been shown to differ between liberals and conservatives (Haidt

and Graham 2007; Graham et al. 2009), men and women (Friesdorf et al. 2015), and across cultures (Graham

et al. 2016).
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of behavior influences people’s moral judgments. On the other hand, information disclosure

could have the inverse effect if it mainly directed people’s focus toward the discrepancy between

what they observe and what they believe to be right (Cialdini et al. 1990; Krupka and Weber

2009), thereby reinforcing the weight of the latter.

Testing the above conjectures requires (i) a choice environment in which people may plau-

sibly pursue different moral ideals, (ii) a measure of people’s underlying moral ideals, and (iii)

exogenous variation of moral awareness and social information. This paper reports evidence

from a laboratory experiment with those exact features. Specifically, I conduct a modified dic-

tator game (MDG), in which participants face (a) a trade-off between their material benefit

and their personal distributional ideal, and (b) a trade-off between the ideal of “equality” and

the ideal of “efficiency” (Fisman et al. 2007; Iriberri and Rey-Biel 2013). The MDG consists of

2× 2 decision panels, in which the dictator (a) is either richer or poorer than the recipient, and

(b) can sacrifice own payoffs to either destroy or create recipient’s payoffs, at different relative

prices. This game has an unambiguous selfish optimum but several plausible moral optima,

ranging from maximizing total welfare, over Rawlsian Maximin, to minimizing inequality.

Between treatments, I exogenously vary (i) whether there is an additional stage in which

participants are asked for their moral opinions before they know whether they will be dictators or

recipients in the subsequent MDG, i.e. behind the veil of ignorance, and (ii) whether participants

are informed about the behavior of their peers. For each decision task, subjects are shown which

option was chosen by the majority of previous dictators and how large the respective majority

was.4

My experimental results show that subjects who were exogenously assigned to reflect on

what is “morally right” before the game have a 92% higher willingness to sacrifice monetary

payoffs in the MDG. Yet, payoffs are sacrificed for rather different causes. While some partic-

ipants invest them into increasing total surplus, even if this implies higher inequality, others

invest into increasing equality, even if this implies lower total surplus. As a result, raising moral

awareness increases the polarization of choices by 33%. In fact, participants’ answers to the

question “what do you find morally right” are even more polarized than their subsequent, in-

centivized choices, revealing pronounced home-grown discrepancies in participants’ conceptions

of morality.

In contrast, I find no significant effect of social information, neither on the level of self-

ishness, nor on the level of polarization. This is striking since the social information showed

the – predominantly selfish – true behavior of participants in the Baseline. In principle, sub-

4 Following the taxonomy of Bicchieri and Dimant (2019), my two treatment dimensions represent two dichoto-

mous interventions into the choice architecture. Whereas moral introspection aims at influencing behavior by

appealing to people’s unconditional preferences for adhering to an injunctive norm, providing social informa-

tion seeks to affect behavior by appealing to people’s conditional preferences for complying with a descriptive

norm. By independently quantifying the effectiveness of both interventions, we can therefore diagnose the

nature of the targeted behavior (Bicchieri 2016; Bicchieri and Dimant 2019).
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jects could have used the information opportunistically to justify more selfish (and thus more

homogeneous) choices. On the other hand, moral introspection has a similarly strong effect

on informed participants as on uninformed ones. The willingness to sacrifice payoffs increases

by 86% and polarization by 32%. Moreover, I find that the increase in polarization coincides

largely with a widening of revealed gender differences as raising moral awareness makes men’s

choices more welfarist and women’s more egalitarian.

My findings corroborate the importance of self-image or identity (Akerlof and Kranton 2000;

Bénabou and Tirole 2011) for understanding people’s revealed concern for others. Experimental

evidence has shown that people’s revealed pro-sociality drops as one’s moral wiggle room (Dana

et al. 2007) increases. By opportunistically picking a certain narrative (Bénabou et al. 2019),

people can act selfishly while maintaining a positive self-image. People’s moral wiggle room has

been shown to increase by delegating responsibility to other people (Bartling and Fischbacher

2011; Hamman et al. 2010) or to market forces (Bartling et al. 2014; Falk and Szech 2013), as

well as by distorting beliefs about others’ likely behavior (Di Tella et al. 2015). My findings

show that moral introspection can be an effective tool to reduce one’s wiggle room, even in the

face of social information providing an opportunistic narrative.

I thus contribute to the experimental literature on behavioral nudges aimed at restraining

human selfishness (see Bicchieri and Dimant (2019) and Engel and Kurschilgen (2020) for recent

reviews). Frey and Meier (2004), Bicchieri and Xiao (2009) and Shang and Croson (2009) show

that people behave more pro-socially when they observe pro-social behavior of others. Krupka

and Weber (2009) report that even participants who observed more selfish behavior acted more

socially than participants in a baseline without information. The latter is not consistent with

conformity but rather with the idea that observing anti-social behavior increases the focus on

the pro-social norm (Cialdini et al. 1990). Extant work has looked into situations with a one-

dimensional moral action space, in which there are clear morally superior, social choices and

morally inferior, selfish choices. In the normatively ambivalent situation studied in this paper,

in which subjects need to choose not only between selfish and social but also between divergent

conceptions of social, the effect of social information is rather limited whereas the effect of

moral introspection is substantial. This implies that nudges aimed at turning egalitarians into

welfarists (or vice-versa) are not likely to be effective.

In particular, my findings add an interesting new insight to the literature on gender dif-

ferences. Several survey studies report that women care more about equality and tend to be

more favorable to redistribution than men (Alesina and Ferrara 2005; Corneo and Grüner 2002;

Fong 2001; Ravallion and Lokshin 2000; Müller and Renes 2021). This has been corroborated

by a number of lab experiments (Andreoni and Vesterlund 2001; Eckel and Grossman 1998;

Krawczyk 2010; Schildberg-Hörisch 2010; Kamas and Preston 2015) whilst others have found

no difference (Bolton et al. 1998). My results suggest that the discrepancy with which men and

women resolve equality-efficiency trade-offs increases with the salience of the moral context.
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More broadly, I contribute to the growing economic literature on polarization. In the light

of increasingly heated political debates over the extent and causes of global warming, the le-

gitimacy of election results, and the perils of COVID-19, there has been increased interest in

understanding the causes and consequences of partisan identity and polarization (Gentzkow

et al. 2019; Canen et al. 2020). In behavioral economics, a prominent explanation for polariza-

tion has been the idea of motivated reasoning (Bénabou and Tirole 2016; Zimmermann 2020):

When people are emotionally invested in a certain state of the world being true (e.g. because

it favors them economically), it limits their ability to correctly update their beliefs. Extant

research has documented the effect of motivated reasoning on ideological polarization Kahan

(2013) and moral behavior (Grossman and Van Der Weele 2017). Fryer Jr et al. (2019) show

that – depending on their prior beliefs – people interpret the same piece of scientific evidence

drastically different. My findings suggest an additional behavioral mechanism: by drawing peo-

ple’s attention toward their divergent home-grown convictions of right and wrong, and away

from selfish pragmatism as a common ground (Greene 2013), a political climate that emphasizes

morality may contribute to polarization.

The next section introduces the theoretical framework and derives testable hypotheses.

Section 3 explains the experimental design. Results are presented in section 4, and I discuss my

findings in section 5.

2 Theoretical Framework

I assume that an individual i cares both about her material consumption opportunities π (ak)

from choosing a certain action ak, and about that action’s compliance with her personal con-

ception of morality Ni (ak, ãi):
5

u (ak) = φ · V (π (ak)) + (1− φ) ·Ni (ak, ãi) (1)

V () denotes the utility from monetary payoffs and is increasing in π (ak). The function Ni (ak)

compares the action ak to one’s personal moral values, and decreases as ak deviates from i’s

conception of morally right behavior ãi. The relative importance of the two utility sources is

denoted by the weight 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, capturing the moral wiggle room of the situation (Dana

et al. 2007), i.e. the availability of plausible excuses for not adhering to ãi (Bénabou and

Tirole 2011). While Ni is an idiosyncratic function capturing individual differences in people’s

inclination to comply with their respective normative ideals, φ is a situational parameter, which

5 Similar approaches, assuming additively separable sources of utility are, for instance Brekke et al. (2003);

Akerlof and Kranton (2000, 2005); Levitt and List (2007); Kessler and Milkman (2018); Burks and Krupka

(2012); Krupka et al. (2017); see Vostroknutov (2020) for a recent review. Another strand of literature models

the effect of (moral) identity on people’s behavior as a Bayesian preference-signaling game (Bénabou and

Tirole 2006; Bénabou and Tirole 2011; Grossman and van der Weele 2017; Kurschilgen and Marcin 2019).
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can be externally influenced via the choice architecture. I denote a∗i the action that maximizes

material utility V , and a∗∗i the action that maximizes overall utility u.

Figure 1: Behavioral Predictions

The effect of moral introspection is illustrated in Figure 1. When people agree on the

moral ideal ã (panel 1), differences in individual behavior are solely driven by people’s home-

grown attachment to morality, defined by the specifics of Ni. Introspection shrinks the moral

wiggle room φ by increasing the salience of ã. As φ decreases, deviating from ã becomes more

expensive in utility terms, and consequently behavior becomes less selfish as it moves closer

to ã. In contrast, when two individuals have different conceptions of the right thing to do,

ã1 6= ã2 (panel 2), introspection not only makes choices less selfish but also more polarized.

As individuals’ optimal choices move closer to their respective moral ideals, they move further

away from one another, along the dimension of moral disagreement.

Polarization could be mitigated by people’s desire for conforming with the behavior of

their peers (Bernheim 1994; Michaeli and Spiro 2015). Assume they had information about

the typical behavior of others, denoted by ā in panel 3. In principle, information about others’

behavior could affect a person’s choice a∗∗i both directly, as another additively-separable input

of u (ak), or indirectly, by changing her perception of right and wrong, ãi. If people’s desire for

conformity were sufficiently strong, in both cases, seeing how the average person – in a team, a

role, an organization – behaves should have a homogenizing effect on people’s behavior.

On the other hand, information about others’ behavior could have the opposite impact if

it mainly directed people’s focus toward the discrepancy between what they observe and what

they believe to be right (Cialdini et al. 1990; Krupka and Weber 2009), thereby reinforcing the

weight of the latter. If the focusing effect were dominant, information disclosure would not

mitigate polarization but could even exacerbate it.

3 Experimental Design

To test these predictions, I conduct a laboratory experiment with the following elements: (i) a

choice environment in which people may plausibly pursue different moral ideals, (ii) a measure

of people’s underlying moral ideals, and (iii) an exogenous variation of moral introspection, and

of social information.
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Choice Environment. Participants play a modified dictator game (MDG) similar to Fisman

et al. (2007) and Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2011, 2013). Each participant is assigned exactly one

of two possible roles: one player is dictator i, the other is recipient j. Both players know their

respective roles (i.e. no role-uncertainty) at the time the MDG is played. The recipient is

passive. The dictator is confronted on her computer screen with four decision panels, each

panel consisting of nine decision tasks (see Table 1), i.e. a total of 36 tasks. The four panels are

shown sequentially to participants. Within each panel, the nine tasks are shown simultaneously.

In every task, the dictator may choose between an option A and an option B. Option A is always

profit maximizing. By choosing option B, at a cost of 10 tokens per task, a dictator can either

– in panels 1 and 2 – create (πBj > πA
j

) additional income for the recipient or – in panels 3 and

4 – destroy (πBj < πA
j

) parts of it. In panels 1 and 3 the dictator is richer than the recipient

(πi > πj), and in panels 2 and 4 she is poorer (πi < πj), independent of the specific option

chosen.6

Table 1: Decision Panels

(1) Ahead-Create (2) Behind-Create (3) Ahead-Destroy (4) Behind-Destroy

Task πAi πAj πAi πAj πAi πAj πAi πAj

1 to 9 170 70 110 120 140 130 90 180

Task πBi πBj πBi πBj πBi πBj πBi πBj

1 160 82 100 132 130 118 80 168

2 160 84 100 134 130 116 80 166

3 160 88 100 138 130 112 80 162

4 160 94 100 144 130 106 80 156

5 160 102 100 152 130 98 80 148

6 160 112 100 162 130 88 80 138

7 160 124 100 174 130 76 80 126

8 160 138 100 188 130 62 80 112

9 160 154 100 204 130 46 80 96

Note: Option A was constant across all 9 tasks of a given panel. For example, choosing B (instead of A) in task

3 of panel (1) meant paying 170-160=10 tokens in order to create 88-70=18 tokens for the other player.

If dictators are consistent, their choices in the MDG directly allow categorizing them in the

two-dimensional Cartesian type space shown in Figure 2.7 Perfectly selfish players are plotted

6 The design of the MDG aims for subjects to make deliberate, well-thought choices in the spirit of the Holt and

Laury (2002) test for risk attitudes. For that purpose, I deviate from the MDG of Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2011)

in two respects: First, I let dictators choose between two options (Option A: selfish, Option B: destroy or

create) instead of three (Option A: selfish, Option B: create, Option C: destroy). Second, instead of presenting

the individual tasks randomly, I classify them into four panels and sort them within every panel by the relative

price of creating/destroying.
7 The term “consistent” refers to the General Axiom of Revealed Preferences (GARP). For further elaboration

on GARP-consistency and on the type space, please see Appendix A.6.
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in the origin, point S. The more a player deviates from purely selfish money maximizing, the

greater the Cartesian distance to S. In particular, players may eye three prominent moral ideals:

(i) Social welfare, i.e. the maximization of total payoffs, irrespective of the particular distri-

bution between dictator and recipient. To attain this ideal, a dictator would choose B in

all tasks of panels 1 and 2 but choose A in all tasks of panels 3 and 4. In the Cartesian

type space, this would be represented by point W.

(ii) Equality, i.e. the minimization of payoff differences between dictator and recipient. To

attain this ideal, a dictator would choose B in all tasks of panels 1 and 4 but choose A in

all tasks of panels 2 and 3, corresponding to point E.

(iii) Rawlsian Maximin, i.e. the maximization of the poorest player’s payoffs (Rawls 1971).

To attain this ideal, a dictator would choose B in all tasks of panel 1 but choose A in all

tasks of panels 2, 3, and 4. In the type-space, such behavior would be depicted in point

R.8

Measures. Through their decisions in the MDG, each player is characterized by one point

in the type space of Figure 2. A person’s opinion or choice is said to be more selfish (wel-

farists/egalitarian/Rawlsian) the closer her corresponding point in the type space is to the ideal

point S (W/E/R).9 To evaluate treatment differences, I will mainly focus on two aggregate mea-

sures: (A) Payoff sacrifice, measured as the mean deviation of choices from the selfish optimum

(in tokens), i.e. the Cartesian distance between S and X in Figure 2; (B) Polarization, mea-

sured as the standard deviation of choices on the dimension of normative dissent. In the MDG,

welfarist and egalitarian conceptions of morality are heavily at odds (and the Rawlsian ideal in

between) when the dictator is poorer than the recipient. Consequently, normative polarization

is captured by the vertical dispersion of choices in a given treatment.

8 Other moral goals are also possible in the MDG. Since the aim of this paper is not to advance another test of

distributional preferences but to examine how moral awareness affects behaviour in situations with divergent

moral goals, I concentrate on the categories that have been found to be empirically most relevant in similar

environments. For a very comprehensive and systematic overview of distributional archetypes see Kerschbamer

(2015).
9 Since the action space of the MDG is discrete, I interpret distance in the Cartesian sense. All results are

robust to using Euclidean distance instead.
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Figure 2: Type Space of the MDG

Note: Perfectly selfish players (i.e. who always choose option A in the MDG) are plotted in the origin, point

S. The more a player deviates from payoff maximization, the larger the Cartesian distance to S. W denotes

maximum social welfare, E denotes maximum equality, and R denotes compliance with Rawls’ Maximin principle

(Rawls 1971).

Treatments. Figure 3 provides an overview of the experimental setup. The Baseline-u treat-

ment is the MDG described above. In treatment Introspect-u, subjects are prompted to state

their moral opinion prior to making the incentivized choice. Specifically, after reading the ex-

perimental instructions but before being assigned the roles of dictator and recipient (i.e. behind

the veil of ignorance), subjects are asked to privately state for each of the 36 tasks they will

subsequently be seeing in the MDG: “Which of the two options (A or B) do you find morally

right?” The instructions on the computer screen make it clear that the answers to this question

are not payoff-relevant and will not be revealed to other participants.10 After stating their moral

opinions, subjects are assigned their roles and play the payoff-relevant MDG. When playing the

MDG, dictators are reminded on their screens of their own, previously stated, moral opinions.

As a means to decrease subjects’ moral wiggle room by raising their moral awareness, the

moral opinion question is in a similar spirit as Krupka and Weber (2009), who have subjects

deliberate about what others possibly said one should do (“injunctive focus”), as well as Gächter

and Riedl (2005), who ask negotiators before a bargaining game to judge the situation from

“the vantage point of a neutral arbitrator”.11

To test for the effect of social information, I run two additional treatments, Baseline-

i and Introspect-i (i=“informed”, u=“uninformed”). In these treatments, participants are

10 I deliberately do not incentivize the moral opinion questions. For a methodological discussion see Appendix

A.7.
11 In fact, the idea of moral introspection can be traced back to Adam Smith’s, who called for strengthening

one’s moral self by becoming “the impartial spectator of one’s own character and conduct” Smith (1790).
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given salient and representative information about the behavior of participants in previous

sessions. The information was taken from the real choice behavior of dictators in the Baseline-u

treatment (see Appendix A.4).12 In Baseline-i, participants are told that the experiment was

run before with more than 100 participants, and that they will receive on their decision screens,

information on how those previous participants chose in each of the 36 decision tasks of the

MDG. Specifically, they see which of the two options (A or B) was chosen by the majority

of previous dictators and how large the respective majority was (in%). This information was

displayed on the decision screen next to each task. In Introspect-i, participants are shown the

exact same information as in Baseline-i but they receive it already at the Moral Opinion stage,

and then again at the Choice stage.

Figure 3: Experimental Setup

Procedures. The experiment was conducted at the BonnEconLab, Germany. Subjects were

recruited via email from a pool of more than 5000 people, using the software ORSEE (Greiner

2015). In a between-subject design, 640 participants (320 dictators) took part in the experi-

ment. Participants were mainly University of Bonn undergraduates from a variety of disciplines,

58% were female. Participants were seated in visually completely isolated cubicles. Paper in-

structions (see Appendix A.1) explaining the MDG were identical in all treatments. They were

handed out to the participants while they were sitting in their cubicles, and were subsequently

read aloud by the experimenter.

At the end of experiment, the computer randomly picked one decision task per panel for

payoff. The corresponding token amounts from those four decision tasks were added and con-

verted into Euros (100 tokens = e 1). Participants earned on average e 6 (ca. US$ 8) for

approximately 20 minutes of lab-time, which corresponds to about twice the typical student’s

hourly wage. Immediately after the MDG, subjects answered a non-incentivized questionnaire,

covering socio-demographics (age, gender, number of siblings), stated risk and trust attitudes

as commonly elicited in the German Socioeconomic Panel (SOEP), and the Big-Five person-

12 For a similar implementation of social information, see Engel et al. (2021)
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ality traits (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, openness) according to

Rammstedt and John (2007). The experiment was computerized in ztree (Fischbacher 2007).

Table 2 summarizes the data collected in the experiment.13

Table 2: Data Structure of the Experiment

sessions subjects deciders GARP-consistent

Baseline-u 13 304 152 120

Baseline-i 6 144 72 63

Introspect-u 4 96 48 39

Introspect-i 4 96 48 44

27 640 320 266

Note: The disproportionately large number of participants in Baseline-u is due to the need for collecting a

large number of choices in order to provide sufficiently representative information to subjects in Baseline-i and

Introspect-i.

4 Results

I first report causal evidence on how moral introspection affects behavior in the MDG, and

show that the effect is robust to subjects having information about the descriptive norm. Sub-

sequently, I examine how individual moral opinions translate into actual incentivised behavior,

and show that introspection has a systematically different effect on men than on women, exac-

erbating existing normative discrepancies between genders.

Introspection, information, and behavior. To test how moral introspection affects behavior

in the MDG, I compare deciders’ individual choices using the two main measures defined in

the preceding section: payoff sacrifice and polarization. The results are summarized in Table 3.

Panel A shows that when deciders were not informed about typical behavior in the MDG, and

were not asked to state their moral opinion prior to playing the incentivized MDG (Baseline-

u), they sacrificed on average 37 tokens of monetary payoff. Asking them to state their moral

opinion under the veil of ignorance (Introspect-u) almost doubles the monetary payoff they

are willing to sacrifice (p=.005). This result corroborates extant research showing that moral

nudges make people less selfish, and extends it to normatively ambivalent situations. More

13 I only consider the results of dictators whose choice behavior in the MDG was consistent with GARP. For

the uninformed players, the percentage of consistent dictators is virtually identical (Probit regression, p=.73)

in Baseline-u (79%) and Introspect-u (81%). Also for the informed players, the share of consistent dicta-

tors does not vary significantly (Probit regression, p=.472) across treatments: 88 in Baseline-i and 92 in

Introspect-i. Including inconsistent dictators would require additional assumptions about the interpretation

of dictators’ “errors”. For further explanation of GARP-consistency in the MDG, see Appendix A.6. For a

similar procedure, see for instance Sutter et al. (2013).
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interestingly, however, Panel B shows that moral introspection also increases the polarization

of incentivized choices by 33% (p=.002).

Table 3: Treatment Effects on Choices in MDG

(A) Payoff Sacrifice (B) Polarization

uninformed informed uninformed informed

Baseline 37 32 p=.433 Baseline 33 28 p=.930

Introspect 71 60 p=.555 Introspect 44 37 p=.236

p=.005 p=.006 p=.002 p=.027

(A) Payoff Sacrifice is measured as the mean deviation of choices from the selfish optimum (in tokens). P-values

from two-sided Mann-Whitney ranksum tests. (B) Polarization is measured as the standard deviation of choices

when the decider is behind (the vertical dimension in Figure 2). When the decider is behind, she could sacrifice

payoff for increasing total surplus while accepting higher inequality, or for increasing equality while accepting

lower total surplus. P-values from two-sided Levene tests.

If people’s desire for conformity were pronounced, information about others’ behavior could

mitigate polarization. I test the effect of unbiased information disclosure in treatments Baseline-

i and Introspect-i, in which participants are given representative information on how others

decided in each of the 36 decision tasks of the MDG (see Table A1 for details). Since the infor-

mation was obtained from the true behavior of participants in Baseline-u, it showed behavior

that was predominantly selfish. In every single task, participants saw that a majority (between

53% and 99%) had chosen the payoff maximizing option A. They also saw that – when deciders

were richer than the recipient – 47% were willing to sacrifice some payoffs to create additional

income for the recipient (consistent with all three normative ideals). When deciders in Baseline-

u were poorer than the recipient, they were rather inclined toward sacrificing money to increase

welfare (33%) than to increase equality (11%).

My findings do not reveal any conformity effect. Despite seeing high levels of selfishness,

participants in Introspect-i were not significantly more selfish than in Introspect-u (p=.555).

Similarly, the information disclosure was not capable of significantly reducing polarization

(p=.236). In contrast, I find a similarly strong effect of moral introspection for the informed

participants as for the uninformed ones. The willingness to sacrifice payoffs increases by 86%

(p=.006) and polarization by 32% (p=.027).

Moral opinions and subsequent behavior. As with incentivized choices, social information has

no effect on participants’ opinions of morally right behavior. Moral opinions in Introspect-i are

neither more selfish (Mann-Whitney ranksum test (MW), two-sided, N=83, p=.171), nor more

welfare oriented (p=.219) than in Introspect-u. There is also no difference with respect to their

proximity to the Rawlsian ideal (p=.541), nor to the egalitarian ideal (p=.312). Since being
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informed about the descriptive norm of the situation is manifestly irrelevant in this setting, for

the subsequent analysis I pool the data from Baseline-i and Baseline-u (and simply refer to it

as Baseline), as well as the data from Introspect-i and Introspect-u (into Introspect).14

The right panel of Figure 4 depicts the moral opinions in the Introspect treatments. The

size of the bubbles indicates the percentage of (subsequent) dictators located in a given point.15

The four largest bubbles correspond exactly to the ideal points described in Figure 4: pure

selfish (14%), pure welfarist (16%), pure Rawlsian (8%) and pure egalitarian (6%). In total,

47% of dictators are on the right boundary of the graph. Note the extent of dissimilarity

between the moral opinions of these players, who are furthest away from the selfish optimum.

The welfare-oriented players depicted in the upper-right corner believe it is “morally right” to

prefer allocation (100, 204) over (110, 120), i.e. to create 74 units of additional wealth even if

this means increasing inequality by 94 units. In sharp contrast, the egalitarian players depicted

in the lower-right corner believe it is “morally right” to prefer allocation (80, 96) over (90, 180),

i.e. to reduce inequality by 74 units even if this means destroying wealth by 94 units.

How do moral opinions translate into actual behavior once the veil of ignorance is lifted?

The model predicts them to become more selfish (i.e. reduce the distance to the origin) but

to not change their general moral orientation (i.e. the angle). To answer this question, I first

classify dictators into different types according to their moral opinions, and then analyse – type

by type – the individual transition from opinion (right panel of Figure 4) to choice (center panel)

within the Introspect treatment. 47% of dictators classify as welfarists as they judge it morally

right to create income for the recipient both when being richer and poorer (i.e. the upper-right

quadrant), 18% as Rawlsians (i.e. the horizontal line between the two right-hand quadrants),

18% as egalitarians (i.e. the lower-right quadrant), and 14% as selfish (i.e. the origin).

14 For a similar procedure, see for instance Hamman et al. (2010). All reported results also hold if I do not

pool the data but rather analyze separately for informed and uniformed dictators. But pooling increases the

statistical power.
15 Remember that at this point, the players did not know whether they would be a dictator or a recipient in the

subsequent MDG.
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Figure 4: Individual Choices and Opinions

Note: The left panel shows the choices in Baseline, the center panel the choices in Introspect and the right panel the moral opinions in

Introspect. The area of the circles is proportional to the relative frequency of observations at a given point in the type space.
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Faced with the incentivized choice, the welfarist dictators become significantly more selfish;

the mean distance from point S (as defined in Figure 2) decreases from 137 to 96 tokens

(Wilcoxon signrank test (WSR), two-sided, N=39, p<.001) just as the distance from W increases

from 43 to 84 tokens (p<.001). But these dictators do not revise their general moral orientation

as their distance from R (p=.241) and E (p=.241) stays virtually unchanged. Similarly, the

egalitarian dictators display significantly more selfish – from 129 to 66 tokens (WSR, two-sided,

N=15, p=.002) – and less egalitarian choices – from 51 to 122 tokens (p=.002). But they do not

become more or less welfare oriented (p=.871) nor Rawlsian (p=.262). The Rawlsian dictators

display a similar pattern as their choices move closer to S (WSR, two-sided, N=15, p=.013)

and away from R (p=.001), but without altering their vertical orientation (p=.157). Finally, all

but one of the selfish dictators confirm their moral opinion with an identical subsequent choice.

Comparing the right panel and the center panel of Figure 4, it is striking how the rather

extended type space of moral opinions translates into a much narrower type space of actual

choices. There is thus a substantial moral opinion-moral action gap (Rest 1986; Ellertson et al.

2016). On average, moving from moral opinion to incentivized choice in Introspect decreases the

distance from S by 37 tokens, (WSR, two-sided, N=83, p<.001) while increasing the distance

from W by 23 tokens (p<.001), from R by 7 tokens (p=.011), and from E by 19 tokens (p<.001).

Overall, moral opinions are significantly more polarized than subsequent choices, as the vertical

dispersion decreases from 52 to 40 tokens (Levene test, two-sided, N=83, p=.009). This supports

the fundamental assumption of the model presented above that people have, independent of their

individual conception of the moral ideal, selfishness as a common denominator. As dictators

trade off compliance with their individual moral ideal against selfish profit maximization, their

actual incentivized choices become less polarized than the moral opinions they stated behind

the veil of ignorance. And yet, as we saw in Table 3, their choices after moral introspection are

significantly less selfish and more polarized than in the Baseline.

Gender Differences. We conjectured that raising moral introspection would increase polariza-

tion by exacerbating existing normative discrepancies. As we have seen in the above analysis,

there are indeed substantial, home-grown discrepancies in participant’s conceptions of right and

wrong. Those existing normative discrepancies impact behavior more strongly when people’s

moral awareness is raised. In social groups (teams, organizations, societies), there may be many

reasons for people having different home-grown conceptions of right and wrong. In addition to

differences of gender, a social group might span several generations, people could have different

cultural or religious heritage, and various educational backgrounds. In contrast, the partici-

pants of this experiment are rather homogeneous. They are predominantly German university

students, aged 20 to 29. There is, however, a rather even gender split. Several studies show

that women are more inclined towards equality whereas men favor social welfare as normative

criterion (Andreoni and Vesterlund 2001; Eckel and Grossman 1998; Krawczyk 2010; Schildberg-
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Hörisch 2010; Kamas and Preston 2015) whilst others have found no difference (Bolton et al.

1998).

Table 4: Gender Effects

S-distance W-distance R-distance E-distance

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b) (4a) (4b)

Introspect 31.08*** 47.39*** -28.09*** -46.27*** -8.059** 1.253 -14.09*** -0.466

(7.846) (12.46) (8.131) (13.33) (3.612) (5.199) (4.606) (5.852)

Female -13.04* -3.894 14.48** 4.293 -1.960 3.258 -0.411 7.222

(7.186) (7.884) (7.335) (8.112) (3.487) (4.332) (4.583) (5.385)

Introspect × Female -29.45* 32.82** -16.81** -24.59***

(15.48) (16.20) (7.346) (9.085)

Informed -5.432 -5.121 -1.693 -2.040 -0.247 -0.0698 5.803 6.063

(6.849) (6.773) (7.053) (6.954) (3.257) (3.214) (3.898) (3.871)

Age 0.618 0.679 -0.582 -0.650 0.0677 0.103 -0.210 -0.159

(0.811) (0.791) (0.795) (0.783) (0.419) (0.437) (0.569) (0.598)

Siblings 0.190 0.626 -1.926 -2.412 -0.613 -0.364 -0.752 -0.388

(3.663) (3.653) (3.765) (3.690) (1.549) (1.548) (2.384) (2.321)

Risk -0.0469 0.186 1.403 1.144 -0.454 -0.321 -1.166 -0.971

(1.482) (1.487) (1.588) (1.618) (1.015) (1.029) (1.046) (1.045)

Trust 4.796** 5.184** -3.960* -4.392** 0.119 0.341 -0.352 -0.0276

(2.105) (2.105) (2.156) (2.156) (0.932) (0.938) (1.161) (1.139)

Extraversion -5.921*** -6.101*** 5.237*** 5.437*** -0.0976 -0.200 -0.293 -0.443

(1.917) (1.897) (1.955) (1.943) (1.036) (1.044) (1.194) (1.199)

Agreeableness 3.691* 3.878* -4.869** -5.077** 0.0987 0.205 0.949 1.105

(2.185) (2.178) (2.382) (2.334) (1.259) (1.256) (1.393) (1.379)

Conscientiousness 0.106 0.287 -0.593 -0.795 -0.0772 0.0264 1.119 1.271

(1.992) (1.983) (1.996) (1.971) (0.826) (0.837) (1.117) (1.122)

Neuroticism -1.502 -1.574 2.148 2.228 -0.313 -0.354 -1.313 -1.373

(1.663) (1.690) (1.704) (1.729) (0.966) (0.950) (1.293) (1.277)

Openness 3.383* 3.325* -0.990 -0.925 0.829 0.796 -0.708 -0.757

(1.854) (1.860) (1.858) (1.870) (1.022) (0.986) (1.248) (1.215)

Constant -4.139 -15.45 175.1*** 187.7*** 88.64*** 82.18*** 190.3*** 180.8***

(35.52) (35.14) (35.09) (34.79) (17.13) (17.26) (20.91) (20.52)

Observations 266 266 266 266 266 266 266 266

R-squared 0.164 0.178 0.138 0.155 0.026 0.046 0.057 0.084

Ordinary Least Squares regression. The dependent variables in each set of columns denote the Cartesian distance

from the ideal points S (selfish), W (welfare), R (Rawls), and E (equality). Robust standard errors in parentheses.

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

Table 4 shows the results from an OLS estimation. Confirming the results reported above,

Column (1a) shows that after controlling for socio-demographics, risk and trust attitudes, as

well as Big-Five personality traits, choices in Introspect are 31.08 tokens further away from

S than in Baseline, i.e. less selfish. Columns (2a), (3a), and (4a) show that in turn choices

decrease the Cartesian distance towards the moral ideals of welfare (by 28.09 tokens), Rawl-

sian Maximin (8.06 tokens), and equality (14.09 tokens). More interestingly, the interaction

Introspect × Female reveals that raising moral awareness has a pronounced gender compo-
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nent. In fact, the general increase in polarization observed in Introspect coincides largely with

an increase of gender differences. Column (2b) shows that whilst moral introspection makes

men substantially more welfare-oriented (by 46.27 tokens), this effect is significantly smaller for

women (32.82 tokens less) and, in sum, insignificantly different from zero (p=.156). In sharp

contrast, columns (2b) and (3b) indicate that moral introspection makes women’s choices sig-

nificantly more Rawlsian (by 15.56 tokens) and equality-oriented (25.06 tokens) whereas the

effect for men is virtually zero.

5 Discussion

I report experimental evidence showing that, if people have home-grown discrepancies about

which type of behavior is (morally) right and wrong, moral introspection makes choices not only

less selfish but also more polarized, as people stick closer to their respective moral extremes.

Providing people with social information about the behavior of their peers is not capable of

homogenizing behavior. In the – normatively ambivalent – allocation setting studied in this

paper, I find that increasing moral awareness exacerbates gender differences as men value welfare

stronger whilst women put more weight on equality.

Allocation problems are not only of obvious importance to many applications, ranging

from wage negotiations and distributions of bonuses, to questions of fair taxation, to issues

of political representation, they also have the interesting property to feature more than one

plausible moral ideal. Future research should extend the present analysis to other settings in

which people disagree on the right thing to do (merit vs. necessity, freedom vs. security, pro-life

vs. pro-choice, etc.), and to other subject populations.

A growing strand of research in the social sciences is concerned with finding ways to restrain

people’s selfishness and encourage their moral responsibility. Recent work has suggested that

raising moral awareness – and thus narrowing moral wiggle room – might be an avenue of

improving social outcomes. My findings (i) add new evidence that raising awareness reduces

selfish behavior, and (ii) point at a potentially important caveat: When people differ with

respect to their particular moral ideals, as participants do already in the simple, non-strategic,

laboratory environment of the present study, appealing to morality might actually increase the

difficulty of finding consensual solutions to social problems. My findings suggest that there might

sometimes be a social cost to moral sensitivity. Further research should test this conjecture in

situations of strategic interaction, particularly in problems of coordinating conflicting interests,

like wage negotiations. When people disagree on moral goals, they might actually find some

common ground in human selfishness. In that sense, future work should attempt to identify

whether in certain situations appealing to material selfishness may, ironically, actually lead to

better social outcomes.

More broadly, my results demonstrate that an exogenous variation of people’s awareness
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about a situation’s moral implications can have important effects on people’s behavior. Both

within organizations and in the political arena, however, the moral frame of an issue (and even

the general level of moral sensitivity), is typically an endogenous variable, i.e. a variable that

can be influenced by strategic players (politicians, activists, managers, etc.). Future work should

study how moral awareness is used (and possibly abused) as a strategic variable.

The results of this paper should, of course, not be taken as arguments against moral

nudges in general. Rather, my findings suggest that there is an additional layer of difficulty

choice architects need to consider when trying to develop a healthy moral culture within a social

group.
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A Online-Appendix

A.1 Paper instructions

General Information

Welcome to our experiment!

If you read the following explanations carefully, you will be able to earn a substantial sum of money, depending

on the decisions you make. It is therefore crucial that you read these explanations carefully.

During the experiment there shall be absolutely no communication between participants. Any violation of this

rule means you will be excluded from the experiment and from any payments. If you have any questions, please

raise your hand. We will then come over to you.

During the experiment we will not calculate in euro, but instead in tokens. Your total income is therefore

initially calculated in tokens. The total number of tokens you accumulate in the course of the experiment will

be transferred into Euro at the end, at a rate of

100 tokens = 1 Euro

At the end you will receive from us the cash sum, in euro, based on the number of tokens you have earned.

The Experiment

In the experiment, there are two roles: decider and recipient.

At the beginning of the experiment you will be randomly allotted one of the two roles. One half of the

participants will be deciders, the other half will be recipients. During the entire experiment, you will remain in

the same role.

On your computer screen you will be shown 4 tables, one after the other. Every table consists of 9 decision

tasks.

A decision task could for example read as follows:

In every decision task the decider has to choose between Option A and Option B. The two options

define how many tokens the decider gets and how many the recipient gets.

In this example the decider gets 12 tokens and the recipient 5 tokens if the decider chooses Option A. If the

decider chooses Option B, the decider gets 10 tokens and the recipient 7 tokens.

In every decision task the computer will randomly match every decider with a different recipient. Thus, the

decider-recipient pairs change in every decision task.

The decider will never know the identity of the recipient.

The recipient will never know the identity of the decider.

At the end of every table please press the “OK” button on the lower right hand side of your screen. Only after

pressing “OK” your decisions are saved and become effective. You will then be shown the next table.
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Payoffs

At the end of experiment the computer will randomly pick one decision task out of every table. The

computer thus picks in total 4 decision tasks, one from every table. The corresponding token amounts from

those 4 decision tasks will be added and changed into Euros.

If you are decider, your payoffs only depend on your own choices and on the random draw at the end of the

experiment.

If you are recipient, your payoffs only depend on the choices of the corresponding decider and the random

draw at the end of the experiment.

A.2 Additional screen in Introspect treatments

Before the computer randomly determines who will be Decider and who will be Recipient, we would like to know

your opinion.

We would like to know from you:

Which of the two Options (A or B) do you find morally right?

The answers to these questions will be kept anonymous. No other participant will get to know them at any time.

Your answers to these questions are not relevant for your payoffs.

A.3 Additional screen in the informed treatments

This Experiment has been run before with more than 100 Deciders.

In the column on the right-hand side of your screen you can see how the Deciders in those previous Experi-

ments decided. Specifically, you will be shown which percentage of Deciders chose Option A or Option B in the

corresponding Choice Task.

A.4 Information about choices of previous players

Table A1 displays the information given to players in the Baseline-i and Introspect-i treatments.

The information represents the percentage of deciders choosing the majority option in the

Baseline-u treatment.
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Table A1: Information given in the informed treatments

A.5 Post-experimental tests

Risk. The risk question reads: “Are you, generally speaking, a person willing to take risks or

do you rather try to avoid risks?” (0-not at all willing to take risks, ... , 10-very willing to take

risks).

Trust. The trust questions read: “Please rate the following three statements on a scale from

1 to 4 (1-fully agree, 2-rather agree, 3-rather disagree, 4-fully disagree): (A) Generally, people

can be trusted. (B) Nowadays you cannot trust anybody. (C) When dealing with strangers it’s

better to be careful before trusting them.” The composite trust measure is (5-A)+B+C and

ranges from 3 (low trust) to 12 (high trust).

A.6 Modified Dictator Game (MDG)

Subjects choices in the MDG allow fitting the parameters of the Charness and Rabin (2002)

model of other-regarding preferences:

Ui(ai) =

(1− ρ)πi(ai) + ρπj(ai) if πi ≥ πj

(1− σ)πi(ai) + σπj(ai) if πi ≤ πj
(1)

An individual i ’s utility Ui(·) from taking a certain action ai depends on the action’s payoff

consequences for herself and for another player j. Every person is characterized by her concern

for others when she is richer (ρ) and when she is poorer (σ). Player i prefers allocation B to
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allocation A if UB
i ≥ UA

i . Assuming Charness and Rabin (2002) preferences and πi ≥ πj this

implies:

πBi − πAi ≥ ρ((πBi − πAi )− (πBj − πAj )) (A2)

For convenience, I define ∆i = πBi − πAi to obtain:

∆i ≥ ρ(∆i −∆j) (A3)

The same argument applies to πi ≤ πj by simply replacing ρ with σ. Assuming ∆i < 0

(i.e. allocation B is less profitable to player i than allocation A) a person’s choice reveals her ρ

and σ parameters as depicted in Table A2.

Table A2: Parameter Space of the MDG

Table A3 illustrates how the experimental MDG devotes one decision panel to each of these

four situations. In the two panels on the left, the dictator’s payoff is always higher than the

recipient’s (πi ≥ πj) whereas in the two right-hand panels it is the other way around (πi ≤ πj).
In the two upper panels the dictator can create income for the recipient (∆i < 0 < ∆j) whereas

in the two lower panels she can reduce the recipient’s income (0 > ∆i > ∆j).

In each panel k, there are nine decision tasks t. In each task the dictator has to choose

between option A and option B, specifying two different payoff allocations for the dictator and

the corresponding recipient. Option A is the same for every task within a given panel. Option

B creates or destroys income of the recipient at a cost of 10 tokens. Take for example task 1

of the Ahead-Create panel. If the dictator chooses option A she receives 170 tokens and the

recipient 70 tokens, and if she chooses option B she gets 160 and the recipient 82.

In each panel the relative price of creating/destroying decreases with every task. In task 1,

the dictator has to give up 10 tokens to create/destroy 12 tokens whereas in task 9 for the same

cost the dictator creates/destroys 84 tokens. Consequently, choosing option B in task 1 and

option A in task 2 of the same panel would violate the General Axiom of Revealed Preferences

(GARP). In the MDG, a GARP-consistent dictator should have at most one switch from Option
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A to option B per panel, and no switch from B to A. In addition, consistency requires players not

to both create and destroy when they are ahead (or behind). If these consistency requirements

are met, the parameters ρ and σ of a given dictator are defined by the point at which she

switches from option A to option B.

In Figure 2, dictators who always choose the profit maximizing Option A have revealed

having both Charness and Rabin (2002) parameters close to zero, more specifically −.14 ≤ ρ ≤
.11, and −.14 ≤ σ ≤ .11. Consequently, those players are located at the origin of the graph,

denoted by point S. Every time a dictator chooses option B over option A she pays a price of

10 tokens. According to GARP, there should only be at most one switch from A to B as tasks

progress within each panel, and no switch from B to A. In addition, consistency requires players

not to both create and destroy when they are richer (or poorer). The further right (left) off the

origin a dot is, the more cumulated money a dictator is willing to give up in order to create

(destroy) recipient’s income when she is richer than the recipient. The further up (down) off

the origin a dot is, the more cumulated money a dictator gives up to create (destroy) recipient’s

income when she is poorer than the recipient.

For example, imagine a GARP-consistent dictator, who switches from A to B in task 6

of panel 1 and, consequently, also chooses B in tasks 7 through 9. Thus, four B choices at

a cost of 10 tokens each, so 40 tokens to create income for the recipient when being richer,

revealing the parameter .19 ≤ ρ ≤ .24. Moreover, this dictator switches from A to B in task

8 of panel 4 and, consequently, also chooses B in task 9. Thus, two B choices at a cost of 10

tokens each, so 20 tokens to destroy income of the recipient when being poorer, revealing the

parameter −.23 ≤ σ ≤ −.17. In the Cartesian type space, this dictator would be depicted in a

point X that is 40 token units to the right of S, and 20 token units below S. Accordingly, the

Cartesian distance from X to S is 40 + 20 = 60.
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Table A3: Logic of the decision tasks in the MDG

Note: To ensure that stakes are comparable across panels, every panel k has approximately (i.e. constrained on

only using integers) the same mean pie size P̄k = 1
18

∑9
t=1(πA

i,t +πA
j,t +πB

i,t +πB
j,t). Ahead-Create has 254 tokens,

Ahead-Destroy 246, Behind-Create 244, and Behind-Destroy 246.

A.7 Elicitation of Moral Opinions

Aiming at eliciting people’s home-grown moral opinions and not their perception of a social

norm, I deliberately choose not to use the incentivization of Krupka and Weber (2013), which

rewards people for correctly guessing what the majority believes to be appropriate behavior.

However, since I do not provide monetary incentives for people to state the truth, it may be

questionable whether people’s answers âi to the moral opinion question are actually a good

measure of people’s true moral opinions ãi.

There are two distinct potential concerns: non-incentivized answers might be (i) noisy and

(ii) biased. Whereas noisy answers would only reduce statistical power and make it more difficult

to establish significant results, biased answers could possibly jeopardize the interpretation of the

experimental results. Answers would be noisy if people cared too little about giving a truthful

answer. Instead, answers would be biased if people cared too much about giving a specific

untruthful answer. In particular, two potential biases come to mind:

On the one hand, knowing there is a 50% chance of being the dictator in the subsequent

MDG, people may want to avoid self-commitment. Consequently, the stated âi would be more
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selfish than the true ãi. As long as âi = τa∗ + (1− τ)ãi with 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, i.e. as long as people

declare it morally right to forgo material payoffs for the true cause but underreport the price

they find morally right to pay for it, this bias would not constitute a problem for interpreting

the data but just underestimate the distance between the true ãi and the observed choice a∗∗.

On the other hand, even in the absence of monetary incentivization to coordinate on a

social norm, people may still intrinsically want to conform with a social norm. In that case,

their answers to the moral opinion question could, potentially, not reveal their true ãi but

rather their estimate of the socially expected answer. If subjects wanted their moral opinion

to conform with the prevalent social norm, in Introspect-i they would have a handy device to

align their behavior with the descriptive norm. The fact that moral opinions in Introspect-u and

Introspect-i are virtually identical suggests that people’s non-incentivized moral opinion reveals

indeed (something close to) their true ãi.
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